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May 20, 2018:   Imagine.  Young Americans. 
 

You may say I’m a dreamer.  But I’m not the only one 

 
Imagine (John Lennon):  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkgkThdzX-8 

 
#LITHIUM is a CRITICAL MINERAL for the United States of America. 

 
Today, the USA produces less than 4,000 ty lithium carbonate. Which is another way of saying the 
US is reliant on China, Argentina, Chile and other foreign countries for ~98% of its lithium raw 
material. ENERGY DEPENDENCE.  FMC and ALB’s North Carolina plants process less than 20,000 
tons of carbonate, primarily imported from their salars in Argentina and Chile.  
 
Imagine - By 2025, with consensus LCE demand of 900,000+ tons, the United States could have 10-
15%+ global market share with 100-125 kt lithium hydroxide and/or carbonate being MINED and 
PROCESSED from these Young Americans: 
 

Carolina Tin Spodumene Belt: 20-40K LCE - Piedmont Lithium (NASDAQ: PLLL);  
King’s Mountain Albemarle (NYSE: ALB) 

 
Rhyolite Ridge: 20-40K LCE – Global Geosciences (ASX: GSC) 
 
Thacker Pass: 20-40K LCE – Lithium Americas (NYSE: LAC) 

 
Young Americans (David Bowie): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydLcs4VrjZQ 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkgkThdzX-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydLcs4VrjZQ
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Unicorn Math Review 
 

Assume:  Highly Pessimistic LCE Price: $8,000K 
Assume:  $5,000 Operating Cost 

EBITDA margin: 37% 
EBITDA/t: $3,000 

Assume:  20K LCE Production 
EBITDA:  $60M 

 
By 2025, the lithium market is expected to continue to grow, likely even faster, as EVs hit mass 
adoption.  10-20% annual growth = 3-5X GDP growth => Growth multiple of 15-20X is warranted. 

 
Assume: 15X $60M EBITDA = $900M market cap. Bear Case 
 
Assume:  More Realistic, but still Conservative LCE Price: $12,000 

EBITDA: $200M+ 
 

15X $200M EBITDA = $3B+ market cap.  Base Case 
 

Like FMC Lithium: 

 
Rocky 

Industry average cost to build 20K tons capacity is $15-20K/ton = $300-400M capex.  
Assume: $150-200M equity in 50/50 debt/equity split. 
 
$150-200M equity capex for $900M – $3B+ equity market cap = 3-10 bagger potential over 5-7-
year time horizon.   
 

 
 

Lithium MINING & PROCESSING in North Carolina & Nevada is CRITICAL for USA 
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Howard Johnson’s (Klein):  Ice Cream-ing Buy 
 

Plain Vanilla 
 

The USA’s International Dairy Association did a survey last year: 
 

“Vanilla has long been the best-selling ice cream flavor not only because it is creamy and 
delicious, but also because of its ability to enhance so many other desserts and treats…It tastes 
great topped by whipped cream and fudge sauce in a sundae, with root beer in a float or atop a 
warm slice of apple pie.” 
 

American as NASDAQ-listed AAPL, Piedmont Lithium, PLLL, is a plain vanilla spodumene pegmatite. 
Mr. Market has seen this many times in West Australia and Quebec.  Market Cap: ~USD 75M. 
 

Selected NASDAQ Stocks 

 
 
Spodumene pegmatite-bearing lithium chemicals will grow its market share vs. brines from 50% to 
65-70% over the next few years as Bald Hill, Pilgangoora, Wodgina, and Mount Holland join Mt. 
Cattlin, Mt. Marion and aggressively expanding Greenbushes. At the same time, billions will be 
invested by lithium industry giants ALB, Tianqi, SQM on hydroxide refineries in Kwinana and 
Kemerton, Western Australia, while MIN is contemplating carbonate in the Pilbara. To say nothing 
of CATL/North American Lithium and AMG’s Mibra project in Brazil: 
 

AMG – Spodumene Plant – Inauguration: https://vimeo.com/270115518?ref=em-share 
 
One difference between the resource Piedmont is defining and all these other new projects is that 
the ores are a long-term known quantity.  What the US Geological Survey calls The Charlotte 
Quadrangle was the source of almost all lithium mining and processing for 40 years from the 1950s 
to early 1990s.  Sony’s first ever lithium batteries were supplied from here. Much of the lithium 
conversion technology that exists today originated from King’s Mountain and Hallman Beam 
lithium mines, a few clicks from Piedmont’s expanding acreage position on private land in…  
 

Low State and Federal Tax, 
Zero Royalty, 

Mining-and-Permit-friendly, 
Chemical-and-NCAA-Basketball-Skills-rich, 
Transportation-Infrastructure-privileged 

Low-cost-energy-endowed, 
Right-to-work, 

Temperate-climate… 

https://vimeo.com/270115518?ref=em-share
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FMC celebrates 60 years of lithium processing in Gaston County – 2014: 
https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/blog/outside_the_loop/2014/05/fmc-corp-celebrates-60-years-

of-lithium-processing.html 

 

--- 
What is suddenly becoming conventional wisdom among lithium industry participants – and 
reflected by Western Australian refinery investment -- but has not fully sunk in in financial investors 
mindsets, is that “high cost” HARD ROCK is actually LOWER COST for producing lithium 
HYDROXIDE, which is the fastest growing lithium chemical product. 
 

 
Source: McKinsey & Co 

 
  

https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/blog/outside_the_loop/2014/05/fmc-corp-celebrates-60-years-of-lithium-processing.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/blog/outside_the_loop/2014/05/fmc-corp-celebrates-60-years-of-lithium-processing.html
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Kidman’s first off-take partner Tesla, of course, uses hydroxide-based battery chemistry. 

 
“It has become clear that hard rock-based hydroxide produced without the 
interim carbonate step has become the preferred and lower cost route to 
hydroxide.” – Joe Lowry, Global LithiumTM 

 
 

 
 
The path to value creation that Piedmont is undertaking is also plain vanilla: 
 

Next two months: 
 

• June 2018 – Maiden Resource 

• July/August 2018 – Preliminary Economic Assessment 
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Think Altura.  Think Pilbara.  Think Kidman.  
Think Piedmont. 

 
AJM PLS KDR  

PLL 
ASX Lithium Rock Stars 

 
Think Different. Think NASDAQ 
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PLain vaniLLa 

 

 
 

PLLL  
AAPL 

 
 

1997 – Original “Think Different” Ad: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFEarBzelBs 

 
 
 

 
 

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/autos/apple-getting-ready-reveal-its-secret-car-n874726 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFEarBzelBs
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/autos/apple-getting-ready-reveal-its-secret-car-n874726
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Cookies & Cream 
 

Boron & Lithium - Global Geosciences: Market Cap ~USD 500 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Cream: (#Lithium) White Room from (conventional, if) Strange Brew: 
 

White Room: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXjeXEI7KHk 
 

Strange Brew:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hftgytmgQgE 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXjeXEI7KHk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hftgytmgQgE
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In my last Lithium-ion Bull of 2017 – New Year’s Rockin’ Eve, I wrote: 
 

 
 
 

http://libull.com/Li-Bull-Dec-22-2017-XMAS-New-Years-Special.pdf 

http://libull.com/Li-Bull-Dec-22-2017-XMAS-New-Years-Special.pdf
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The versatile Paul Simon has done a better cover of Stairway to Heaven than Led Zeppelin Lithium 
Americas over the last 18 months. 
 

GSC - Pathway to ~USD 500M market cap 
 

 
 
 
I’ve spoken recently with some more smart investors who have reviewed Rhyolite Ridge and 
shared their enthusiasm for this project as a low capex/low opex operation. Which is what 
Orocobre’s founder James Calaway no doubt saw last year when he invested a not insignificant 
personal sum and became Chairman. As did new directors Alan Davies (ex Rio Tinto Energy & 
Industrial Minerals CEO) and John Hoffmeister (ex Shell USA President) 
 
Global Geosciences have suggested some 55% of Rhyolite’s revenue will come from lithium and 
45% from boron and that the lithium production that could reach 20,000+ tons of CARBONATE.   
 
Looking forward to seeing their PFS. 
 

Benchmark Minerals World Tour Presentation: 
 

https://www.globalgeo.com.au/files/presentation/files/180507-gsc-conference-presentation.pdf 
 

https://www.globalgeo.com.au/files/presentation/files/180507-gsc-conference-presentation.pdf
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Rocky Road 
 
Regular Lithium-ion Bull readers and Twitter followers will recall I entered recently a U2 period and 
tweeted about Lithium Americas’ stock chart: 
  

 Stuck in the Moment You Can’t Get Out of: 
 

And if the night runs over 
And if the day won't last 

And if your way should falter 
Along the stony pass  

It's just a moment, this time will pass 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emFUtuotHL4 
--- 

 
Breaking through 50 day Moving Average, Approaching 200-day MA 

 

 
 

LAC (Fully Funded, in construction in Argentina)  
 

Market Cap: ~$600M 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=emFUtuotHL4
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Thacker Pass Project: Market Cap/Valuation:  Zero 
 

 
 
For those new readers to Lithium-ion Bull, I remind that I have a special connection to the newly re-
named Thacker Pass Project (formerly Stage 1, Lithium Nevada Project, formerly King’s Valley). I 
played a role as lead promoter and booking agent for Lynyrd Skynyrd Western Lithium’s King’s 
Valley Project for some 7 years from 2009-2016 which included the LAC/WLC double-billed Skynyrd 
Zeppelin Merger of Equals Summer Tour in 2015.  
 

Lithium-ion Bull, Nov 27: http://libull.com/Li-Bull-Nov-23-PS-I-Like-Soft-Rock-Rev.pdf 
 
By next month, LAC has promised an updated pre-feasibility study for Thacker Pass, replacing the 
one Western Lithium put forth in 2012 and then struggled to source meaningful financing -- King’s 
Valley, NV was no King’s Mountain, NC. 
 
Thankfully, ex-Western Lithium CEO Jay Chmelauskas had the foresight – like SQM after him – to 
see the value for WLC shareholders in aggressively courting a Tier One brine deposit of global 
significance in pre-Macri Argentina at a vulnerable time for LAC which was dating POSCO. 
 
Both Kings Valley and Cauchari were valued at ~USD75M at that relatively dark lithium time. Within 
6 months, the $150M MergeCo became the Hindenburg Led (balloon) Zeppelin – worth USD 75M.  
 

2015 Lithium Math:  1 + 1 = 1 
 

Rocky Road 
 
Recall -- 2018 is the Year of the Bull Dog – a Lithium 1.0 project, like Lithium X that finds its way to 
creating meaningful shareholder value.  Or, to say it another way, an underdog, like Rocky.  
 

Will Thacker Pass be another Rhyolite Ridge? 
Like FMC Lithium IPO, a Road to Rocky? 

 
  

http://libull.com/Li-Bull-Nov-23-PS-I-Like-Soft-Rock-Rev.pdf
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LAC is organizing a site visit ahead of/in connection with the Industrial Minerals 10th Lithium 
Supply & Markets Conference in Las Vegas to see the Winnemucca, northern Nevada property, not 
far from the Burning Man Festival. RIP, BTW, to Burning Man Founder, Larry Harvey: 
 

https://burningman.org 
 

 
 

 
             LAC CEO TOM HAT 

https://burningman.org/
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In advance of the new and improved PFS to be published ahead of that site visit, Lithium Americas 
released a large resource upgrade and update on April 5 and its 43-101 Technical Report May 18: 

 
http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/LAC-PR-Nevada-Resource-
Update-April-5-2018.pdf 
 

http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/LNCTechReportMay172018.pdf 

 

 

http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/LAC-PR-Nevada-Resource-Update-April-5-2018.pdf
http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/LAC-PR-Nevada-Resource-Update-April-5-2018.pdf
http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/LNCTechReportMay172018.pdf
http://lithiumamericas.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/LNCTechReportMay172018.pdf
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I’m rooting for and hopeful that Thacker Pass – Freebird – will soon become the Steve Miller 
Band’s Fly Like an Eagle.  But, like Galaxy’s Sal da Vida, I am also mindful of that song’s refrain: 

 
“Time keeps on slippin, slippin, slippin, into the future.” 

 
Thacker Pass: Double Scoop of Rocky Road? Or Road to Rocky? 

 
Time will Tell 

--- 
 
Sidebar: Galaxy Sal da Vida DFS: 
 

https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20180515/pdf/43v110cnn5ljrx.pdf 
 

When SQM invested in LAC’s Cauchari two years ago, Galaxy’s Sal da Vida was (and to a 
degree still is) perceived as a better undeveloped brine deposit.  Their respective feasibility 
studies say the opposite. In August 2016, Galaxy published a revised DEFINITIVE FEASIBILITY 
STUDY, which I understood would form the basis for full financing/strategic partnership. 
 
So I was a bit confused last week when I saw another updated Definitive Feasibility Study, 
which contained meaningfully higher $100M capex (26% increase), a 6% increase in OPEX 
and a 22% decrease in IRR despite using meaningfully higher lithium price assumptions. Not 
as good as LAC’s Cauchari DFS.  
 

 

  
  

https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20180515/pdf/43v110cnn5ljrx.pdf
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As a young child, Rocky Road was my favorite ice cream. As I’ve matured, I prefer Plain Vanilla.   
 
And have also developed a taste for Malbec wine. 
 
California-based small cap and clean-tech specialist investment bank Roth Capital recently initiated 
on NYSE-listed LAC with a 12-mo USD 9.50 target. They suggest Thacker Pass is worth US$170M 
based on EV/T comparison with Soft Rock Global Geosciences and Bacanora’s Sonora Lithium 
Project. A reasonable analysis/argument, within the context of often-inefficient Mr. Market 
valuation signals. 
 
Their valuation of LAC’s Argentine fine brine Cauchari, however, is too low, IMO. Like others I’ve 
observed recently, Roth seems to have taken a pessimistic “base case” of only 25K production, 
despite SQM articulating Cauchari as a 50K project (my base case assumption): 25K by 2020, 50K by 
2022/23.  
 

 
 
As such, I have a different target in my mind for NYSE-listed LAC. 
 

 
 

Not Investment Advice. Do Your Own Research. 
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    To:  Morgan Stanley 
From:  Young American Leo Klein 

 
“I hope someday you’ll join us 

And the (#lithium) world can be as one” 
 

Volkswagen: USD 84B;  300 new EVs by 2030 

 
“Imagine all the (#lithium) people, living life in peace” 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK 

Equity Advisors, LLC. I may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital 

raiser for certain of the companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, 

remuneration for services from those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective 

partners, directors, shareholders, and employees may hold stock, options or warrants in issuers 

mentioned herein and may make purchases and/or sales from time to time, subject, of course, 

to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. The information 

contained herein is not financial advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes 

an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or sell any securities. 

 


	FMC celebrates 60 years of lithium processing in Gaston County – 2014:

